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P R O D U C T  R E V I E W S

Sellafi eld Supply Contract 

Sellafi eld Ltd, the company responsible for decommissioning, 
reprocessing and nuclear waste for the Nuclear 

Decommissioning Authority (NDA), has selected ERIKS as a main 
supplier of MRO mechanical spares, to include valves, pumps, 
bearings, seals, gaskets and power transmissions. The bidding 
process, a collaborative procurement exercise on behalf of the NDA 
and the various site licence companies, was carried out by Sellafi eld 
Ltd, and the 4 year contract sees ERIKS expanding into regions 

where it is not currently well-known. However, ERIKS in-depth technical knowledge has secured 
a major deal that will not only service Sellafi eld but also support other NDA locations in the UK.
Robyn Bradley t: +44 (0)121 508 6219 robyn.bradley@eriks.co.uk

Grundfos Pump School

At Grundfos we place great importance 
on our relationship with our customer 

base and we strive to offer support in a variety 
of ways – including offering relevant and 
focussed training opportunities. In 2012 we 
are having a range of training opportunities 
focussed at various professionals who work 
within industry, commercial applications 
and water and wastewater areas. Courses 
are available at various locations around the 
country depending on content and the need 
for demo products. Training days are free of 
charge. So regardless of your experience level 
in the pump industry come and visit us at 
www.uk.grundfos.com and click on Industrial 
Pump School to fi nd out more about the 15 
courses that add up to a total of 44 training 
days currently available throughout 2012.
t: +4 (0)1525 775450

Pumps Provide the 
Environmental Solution

A Hughes Pumps pump set is being used by 
Greenway Environmental in high-pressure, 

water jetting cleaning applications, including heat 
exchanger cleaning and the internal cleaning of 
tanks containing harmful substances, such as 
aviation fuels, chemicals, oil-based products 
and agricultural products. At the heart of the 
powerful and versatile package is an 5 diesel 
engine driven pump - delivering 59 litres/min at 
1000bar - mounted on a 
fully enclosed grit blasted 
and powder coated road 
trailer, supplied with 
accessories including 
hoses, gun, nozzle and a 
foot control valve.
t: +44 (0)1903 892358 
sales@hughes-netclean.co.uk

High-res Thermal 
Imaging Camera 

A new high-resolution 
handheld thermal imaging 

camera, the IR32DS has been 
launched by Irisys. The feature-rich 
camera’s 320 x 240 pixel resolution is 
normally found on far more expensive 
models, and is ideal for the 
engineer or thermographer who 
demands a crisp, detailed image and greater 
thermal measurement accuracy. The IR32DS 
offers four times the resolution of a standard 
19,200 pixel array, providing excellent imaging 
performance especially for viewing smaller 
items and objects from a long distance. Typical 
applications include inspection of electricity 
power lines, distribution sub-stations, industrial 
plant and ceiling mounted industrial plant.
Andrew Rimmer t: +44 (0)1604 594200 
sales@irisys.co.uk

Promotion, Projects 
& Plans

Monitran – a world-leader 
in the development and 

manufacture of transducers for 
the measurement of vibration, 
proximity and displacement – has 
promoted Andy Anthony to the 

position of Managing Director. Andy joined 
Monitran in 2006 as Operations Director, 
having previously worked in the papermaking. 
Andy comments: “I’m delighted with my 
promotion to MD and, having completed the 
revamping of the manufacturing processes, 
which I set out to do as Operations Director, 
I’m keen to move Monitran forward as a 
professional, customer-facing organisation. 
We’re already the UK’s leading OEM of 
vibration sensors, but we’re certainly not 
resting on our laurels.”
t: +44 (0)1494 816569 info@monitran.com

New Touchscreen Interlock 
Management System

Dutch Interlock specialist Netherlocks launches 
its Interlock System Information (ISI) Touch 

Screen key management device. As a standalone 
unit or integrated into either a key cabinet or control 
panel, the ISI stores all 
relevant information about 
an interlock system in a 
centralised, user-friendly 
format without the need for 
specialised training. All keys 
are shown on screen and 
touching them will display 
detailed information about 
the key itself and the related 
system – system name, 
operating sequence logic, P&ID and location. 
Company-specifi c content can also be added if 
desired. Adding a printer and operating sequence 
instructions can be produced for use away from the 
console. The ISI device helps to reduce confusion, 
enhances productivity and improves plant safety.
Frank Gielissen t: +31 (0)172 471 339 
sales@netherlocks.com

Pay as you Sense

Equipment rentals are helping companies overcome the hurdle of 
fi nding investment capital to fund development and verifi cation 

projects. Companies are seeing their markets improve, but don’t have 
the reserves to fi nance all the activities that will kickstart their sales. 
What money there is has to be used carefully, which usually means 
funding some projects but not others, resulting in lost opportunities. 
Having survived more than one downturn, Sensor Technology has a rental option in place for its 
TorqSense range of torque sensors. Potential users can choose to rent the equipment, rather than 
buy it, thus circumventing raising capital purchase approval. If required, the company is happy to 
convert the rental to a sale, offsetting a percentage of the hire fee already paid.
t: +44 (0)1869 238400 stlsales@sensors.co.uk

Boost to Local Cattle Market

T-T pumps have 
supplied a 

multistage booster set 
to a cattle market to 
cater for its wash down 
requirements. The 
company specialises 
in the manufacture and 
installation of agricultural 
products and systems 
and supplied the stainless steel pump system 
to the Barbers Cattle Market in Shropshire. The 
washdown set (Hidroboost) features cost-effective 
intelligent variable speed drives which optimise 
system effi ciency with a duty/assist confi guration to 
compensate for the varied demand of the market. 
After reviewing the original systems’ location within 
a 4 metre deep chamber, T-T designed the booster 
set to be surface mounted for ease of access, 
service and maintenance. 
t: +44 (0)1630 647200  www.ttpumps.com 

First Ultrasound Port 

Arcing, tracking and corona are early signs 
of potential failure in electrical distribution 

systems and switchgear. An ultrasound 
gun can detect these, but only if the sound 
quality is good enough to provide a viable 
reading. Furthermore, the data collection 
must be repeatable and reproducible for any 
condition based monitoring programme to 
reveal a trend and grade severity. This can 
now be easily achieved – the IRISS VP12 is 
the world’s fi rst ultrasound port that allows 
access to consistent quality data regardless 
of technician experience or enclosure rating. 

It enables potentially 
hazardous and costly 
faults to be identifi ed 
effi ciently during routine 
inspections. 

info@iriss.com


